**VSIR Decision Tree: Refrigerator**

### Below Normal Range

- Have these vaccines been involved in a previous temperature excursion?
  - **No**
    - Complete VSIR and follow appropriate instructions
  - **Yes**
    - Complete a VSIR

- Do you have a Data Logger?
  - **No**
    - Complete VSIR and follow appropriate instructions
  - **Yes**
    - At 36°F Stop and Take Action (Get temperatures to correct range)

- Were temperatures below 35°F for fifteen continuous minutes or more?
  - **No**
    - Maintain normal range temperatures (Aim for 40°F average. Document all actions taken on the back of the temp log.)
  - **Yes**
    - Complete a VSIR and follow appropriate instructions

### Above Normal Range

- Have these vaccines been involved in a previous temperature excursion?
  - **No**
    - Complete a VSIR
  - **Yes**
    - Complete a VSIR

- Do you have a Data Logger?
  - **No**
    - Complete a VSIR and follow appropriate instructions
  - **Yes**
    - At 47°F Or greater for thirty continuous minutes or more?
      - **Yes**
        - Complete a VSIR and follow appropriate instructions
      - **No**
        - Maintain normal range temperatures (Aim for 40°F average. Document all action taken on the back of the temp log.)

*VSIR forms should be submitted immediately upon completion*
VSIR Decision Tree: Freezer

Above Normal Range

Have these vaccines been involved in a previous temperature excursion?

- **Yes**
  - Complete a VSIR

- **No**
  - Do you have a Data Logger?
    - **No**
      - Complete a VSIR
    - **Yes**
      - Were Freezer Temperatures above 14°F for sixty continuous minutes or more?
        - **No**
          - Maintain normal range temperatures (Aim for 0°F average. Document all actions taken on the back of the temp log.)
        - **Yes**
          - Complete a VSIR

*VSIR forms should be submitted immediately upon completion*